RIGIO
RIGID CORE FLOORING

At VOX we believe that real freedom begins at home and that
these are rather personal needs and lifestyle choices that
matter more than a specific style in the interiors.
Therefore, our goal is to inspire, advise and provide
comprehensive solutions for interiors: matching collections of
furniture, doors, floors and decorative walls.
The floor has a major impact on the character of an interior.
As one of the most used elements in the house, the flooring
needs to be strong and user-friendly. Rigio flooring has been
created by VOX designers and experts as the combination of
excellent design and maximum durability.

RIGIO.
THE FLOOR RESISTANT
TO ANY CHALLENGE

WATERPROOF

RESISTANT
TO DAMAGE

RESISTANT
TO STAINS
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SURFACE

RESISTANT
TO TEMPERATURE
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WITH UNDERFLOOR
HEATING

QUIET
FLOOR

COMFORT
OF WALKING

5
STRONG CLICK
SYSTEM

V-BEVEL

GUARANTEE

THICKNESS

Arranging the house is a pleasure but it is also a big challenge.
In VOX we know how hard this process is, which is why while
creating Rigio we took both aesthetic values and functionality
into consideration. Rigio floor’s rigid core with the addition of
mineral fibres makes our floor a highly technological product,
with high performance parameters. Rigio will work perfectly not
only in the living room but also in other more demanding places
such as a hall, bathroom or kitchen.
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WHAT CAN
THE FLOOR DO?

A VOX expert, Piotr Szczesniak, calls Rigio a new generation
floor: ‘’Rigio has some common features with vinyl flooring: it is
waterproof, flexible and easy to install. Yet, it definitely stands
out from other products. Its advantage is a rigid core enriched
with mineral fibres thanks to which the flooring is extremely
resistant to any damage. Each of the ten layers, of which
Rigio consists, features high performance parameters. Strict
standards applied in the Belgian manufacturing process make
Rigio the highest quality product”.

PIOTR SZCZĘŚNIAK
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WATERPROOF
One solution for the whole house? Yes! Rigio may be laid even in
the bathroom. Direct contact with water or high humidity do not
affect its parameters. In case of installation in a shower cabin
we recommend using the varnish that will preserve the colour
of panels for years. A patent L2C lock is an extra protection that
ensures a perfect connection of the boards.

WATERPROOF

WARM AND QUIET
It is a pleasure to walk barefoot on a Rigio floor. Do not hesitate
to turn it into a playground – the materials it is produced from
are warm to touch. And if you need more warmth use Rigio
together with underfloor heating (it is possible thanks to its low
thermal conductivity parameters). Among ten layers of the floor
there is also the one responsible for acoustic isolation.

COMPATIBLE
COMFORT
WITH UNDERFLOOR OF WALKING
HEATING
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QUIET
FLOOR

RESISTANT TO STAINS
Stains after meals, scratches after childrens’ games or spilled
wine are common challenges for the floors. There is one answer
to all of them: Rigio – the floor that is so easy to maintain and
clean. Thanks to a special cover layer it is resistant to dirt and
even the most troublesome stains.

RESISTANT
TO STAINS

SAME SHAPE AND COLOUR
FOR A LONG TIME
Rigid layers of core and mineral fibre guarantee that the size
of boards will be preserved regardless of the temperature.
Therefore, the floor will not deform even in the sunniest spots.
At the same time a UV proof decorative layer ensures the colour
fastness.

RESISTANT
TO TEMPERATURE
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EXCELLENT DESIGN
The perfect reproduction of the colour and structure of wood
and concrete, the two-stage application of the varnish and the
matt finish make Rigio naturally beautiful. Thanks to a special
embossing technology and the use of a 4 sided bevel, this helps
the wood-like panels resemble authentic boards even more.

V-BEVEL

DURABILITY IS GUARANTEED
Kids? Pets? Frequent parties? At home where there is always
something going on you will appreciate unprecedented
resistance to any damage. Therefore, Rigio will be the perfect
floor even in the most used hall.

RESISTANT
TO DAMAGE
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GUARANTEE

RIGIO FLOORING

CEMENT STONE
303 x 609, 6 mm

CONCRETE STONE DARK
303 x 609, 6 mm

Rigio flooring, Cement Stone
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RIGIO FLOORING

WHITE OAK

MAJESTIC OAK

NATURAL OAK

EUROPEAN OAK

189 x 1317 mm

189 x 1317 mm

189 x 1317 mm

189 x 1317 mm

ROYAL OAK

GREY OAK

AGED OAK

MARSH OAK

189 x 1317 mm

189 x 1317 mm

189 x 1317 mm

189 x 1317 mm
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WATERPROOF
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RESISTANT
TO DAMAGE

RESISTANT
TO STAINS

FOR UNEVEN
SURFACE

RESISTANT
TO TEMPERATURE

COMPATIBLE
STRONG CLICK
WITH UNDERFLOOR SYSTEM
HEATING

V-BEVEL

GUARANTEE

THICKNESS

QUIET
FLOOR

COMFORT
OF WALKING

DARK GREY OAK
189 x 1317 mm

IMPERIAL OAK
189 x 1317 mm

Rigio flooring, Natural Oak
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KEY FEATURES
CONCRETE TEXTURE EFFECT

WOOD STRUCTURE EFFECT

DIMENSIONS

303 x 609,6 mm

189 x 1317 mm

TOTAL THICKNESS

5 mm

5 mm

EUROPEAN CLASSIFICATION
/ WEAR LAYER

33 / 0,55 mm

33 / 0,55 mm

NUMBER OF TILES
PER PACKAGE

10

8

AREA IN PACKAGE

1,85 m²

1,99 m²

WATER RESISTANCE

May be used in interiors exposed to humidity

GUARANTEE

20 years of guarantee in private interiors

UNDERFLOOR HEATING

May be used with water unde¦loor heating

THERAMAL CONDUCTIVITY
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0,0154 m² K/W

0,0154 m² K/W

INSTALLATION

Floating or with glue
Strong click system

RECOMMENDED SKIRTING
BOARDS

Waterproof Espumo ski¨ing boards
check page 15

RECOMMENDED UNDERLAYS

Max Pod Alu Extreme
check page 15

Rigio flooring, Marsh Oak

10 LAYERS READY FOR ANY CHALLENGE
The floor designed thoughtfully layer by layer. Each of levels is responsible for a different feature and their cooperation results in the combination
of excellent design, nice softness and rare durability.

1
PU LACQUER
An extremely resistant polyurethane coating
against scratches and stains which
facilitates care. The special lacquer
application technology and ma©e finish give
it a natural look.
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COMPACT LAYER II
This specially developed robust bo©om
layer prevents deformation of the
floorboards. It enables them to be
installed on uneven su¦aces.

2
ANTI-WEAR LAYER
Gives the product a natural look
and excellent strength
parameters.
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LIGHTWEIGHT CORE
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Despite its low weight, it is extremely
resistant, guaranteeing the long-term
durability of the floor. The unique
production technology that uses
recycled materials contributes
to the protection of the environment.

DECORATIVE LAYER
A precisely printed and embossed
pa©ern inspired by wood or concrete.
The proprietary production technology
allows for less repeatability in printing.
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SOUND ABSORBING LAYER
Greatly reduces noise levels by
suppressing the sound of footsteps and
other acoustic effects. It also contributes
to the feeling of comfo¨ unde¦oot.
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FIBREGLASS

6
COMPACT LAYER I
Extremely durable, it protects the floor
from dents and other mechanical
damage.

Thanks to the double reinforcement of the
structure with dense fibreglass, the floor
remains dimensionally stable regardless of
temperature changes.
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EASY INSTALLATION
The installation of Rigio is quick, easy and with no mess. The application of the patent lock with a strengthened system of vertical joints
ensures the same visual effect as a traditional installation, but is faster and glue-free.
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NO DILATATION

ON THE EXISTING FLOOR

ON THE CONCRETE GROUND

Dilatation is a gap left between the panels and
the wall or between rooms that is masked by
a threshold board. In the case of Rigio it is not
necessary to leave dilatations between rooms.
It allows for a uniform floor throughout the
apartment

Many layers and the features of the rigid core
make the floor solid and stable. It allows to lay
Rigio without the earlier levelling of the floor, for
instance the installation on ceramic tiles does
not require joints’ levelling.

To install Rigio on the concrete screed we
recommend using an underlay that will also
improve the acoustic isolation.

FLOORING SYSTEM
In VOX we think globally about the interiors, which is why we created the flooring system including high quality products that match our floors – check
our skirting boards and underlays.

ESPUMO

MAX-POD ALU EXTREME

Ski¨ing boards manufactured in the innovative Kerracore technology. As they
are wtaerproof they will work pe¦ectly in all the interiors exposed to humidity.
Additionally, they may be painted. Length of ski¨ng boards: 250 cm

A flexible underlay with a patent RWS Barrier technology that ensures sounds
of steps are suppressed. It is designed for heavy traffic areas. It guarantees the
highest efficiency of unde¦loor heating. It is the underlay for the most demanding
customers.

1 x 8 m = 8 m²

8 cm

ESP205

8 cm

8 cm

ESP203

10 cm

ESP401

ESP301

8 cm

ESP201

6,5 cm

ESP101

1,6 mm

RESISTANT
TO DAMAGE

WATERPROOF

MAY BE
PAINTED

GLUED TO
THE WALL

THICKNESS

TR = 0,006 m² K/W

THERMAL
CONDUCTIVITY

17 dB

CS =
400 kPa

LOAD
RESISTANT

PROTECTION
AGAINST
HUMIDITY

ACOUSTIC
ISOLATION

RWS 33%

SOUND
SUPRESSION

ECO – 97%
OF NATURAL
COMPONENTS
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vox.pl

